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FOREWORD
Much has been said about effective engagement of citizens and the need for bottom up
planning and community driven development for efficient service delivery in Papua New
Guinea. The importance of such approaches is valued by the current government and
it aspires to promote and support them. The government has the Constitution and its
Guiding and Directive Principles providing the overarching direction.
This has been condensed into the National Strategy for Responsible Sustainable Development (StaRS), then into the Medium Term Development Plan 2 which is the five
year plan of action for the O’Neill Dion Government. This Planning Framework has been
captured in the National Planning and Responsibility Act along with the National Service
Delivery and Monitoring Framework. These and other current government policies including the overarching Vision 2050 clearly articulate the creation of effective dialogue and partnerships.
As the Minister responsible for the CIMC I have emphasised the need to improve the effectiveness of dialogue by having
clear contact mechanisms for the different sectors within civil society, private sector and Government. Part of this dialogue process among all stakeholders is facilitated by the CIMC through its annual regional and national development
forums and the sectoral committees. The Churches, Overseas Development Partners, NGOs and the private sector
have different views and approaches which cannot be adequately dealt with in a single unified forum.
Therefore the Government also needs to be more strategic in its engagements with these sectors to improve Government performance. Government commitment at appropriate levels in each line agency must be enhanced through inter
agency communication and collaboration to collectively promote key Government policies and achieve common goals
using the support ably provided by other sectors including the CIMC. An example is the engagement with the Churches
focusing on the improved delivery of Education and Health services.
Public servants engagement in the CIMC development forums is crucial to dialogue with the community and provide
them with better understanding of how the bureaucracy works and the functions and constraints of the agencies. Such
engagement, dialogue and information sharing can be the impetus for acknowledgment by civil society and other stakeholders. The forums in many cases also enable dialogue between government agencies both at the national and subnational levels.
Through the CIMC forums citizens have widely acknowledged and commended the current Government for formulating
important policies and plans like the: STaRs, National Housing and Lands Development Program, SME Policy, District
Development Authorities, Free Health & Education policies, and other sectoral policies. Further cementing Government’s commitment I as Minister for National Planning facilitated for the State-Civil Society Partnership concept through
CIMC. This has culminated in the CIMC and DNPM drafting a Partnership Policy which when launched will seal the
partnership between the State and Civil Society.
I also note Government commitment through endorsement of the CIMC forum recommendations of which Government
has taken ownership and appropriated funding for implementation, such as the Rural Airstrips Agency (RAA) and others
Government more than ever stands committed through the mentioned policies of late, it is looking at strategic approaches to ensure there is engagement and investment in critical sectors such as agriculture, human resources and basic
infrastructure, especially at the district and local levels to fulfil the aspirations of the StaRS and other related policies as
desired by the wider civil society.
This reflects that Government has clear responsibilities and plans for the benefit of the people. However, it needs to
have better engagement with all partners to incorporate their views and improve on basic service delivery. The lack of
partnership and citizen engagement for implementation of past policies at the local level continues to frustrate citizens.
This calls for the creation of clear policy implementation pathways with strong emphasis on effective governance arrangements, partnerships, policy alignment, and development of targeted implementation strategies (no one idea fits
all) so that tangible benefits are realised at all levels.
It is my hope that the main summaries of the five 2015 forums and the key recommendations presented in this report
are useful to the Government and others who are engaged in the development process of this country.

Hon CHARLES ABEL
Minister for National Planning and CIMC Chairman
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The CIMC National and Regional Development Forums presented an ideal opportunity for the O’Neill Dion
government to raise awareness on policy priorities stipulated through the Alotau Accord and gain citizen feedback on policy successes and issues. Five forums were conducted from May to July 2015: the Highlands
forum was held in Mendi, the Mamose forum in Madang, the New Guinea Islands forum in Kavieng and the
Southern forum in Popondetta. The National Development Forum was held in Port Moresby in early July.
The 2015 development forum theme was “Implementing Sustainable Development Plans: Building from
Past Experiences for a Better PNG”. It was chosen to generate discussions and debate on the lessons
learned from implementing past policies and plans, so that these experiences guide the country’s aspirations
for better development policies and plans over the medium and long term.
The forums are important because they provide an opportunity for regional and provincial stakeholders to
discuss critical policies and plans initiated by the National Government. Notable national policy initiatives
discussed in the 2015 forums included: The Strategy for Sustainable & Responsible Development (STaRS),
National Land and Housing Program, District Development Authority (DDA) roll out and potential implications
in current service delivery systems, Small to Medium Enterprise Policy (SME) & Master Plan, Agriculture
and Informal Economy, Good Governance & Public Service Delivery as well as Transport & Infrastructure.
Gender and Social Inclusion also came out as a common interest for discussion in all forums. Some Alotau
Accord related policies including the National Identification Program (NID) and Social Protection got limited
discussions due to senior bureaucrats not presenting at the forums. Similarly, the Medium Term Development
2 (MTDP2) and the proposed National Planning Bill could not be discussed because they were still being
developed while the forums were in progress.
The importance of regular dialogue between government, civil society and the private sector was valued
as a cornerstone to citizen engagement, monitoring and participation as well as strengthening democracy,
transparency and accountability. At this juncture, participants suggested that the CIMC and other dialogue
opportunities be constantly supported and promoted by government. Recognising the need for equal distribution of resources and services between rural and urban areas, participants strongly called for enhanced
partnerships for cost effective implementation at the subnational levels. They have also highlighted the need
for more investment in human resources using proceeds from the extractive sector through quality education and technical training to address high unemployment issues faced by the country. Agriculture was given
special mention by participants because it is the main source of sustenance for the rural population. They
recommended that it be elevated and supported at the highest level of government as a sustainable strategy
going forward. Equally, the government was commended for taking a critical step in introducing the SME
which would provide opportunities to more citizens to venture into small businesses if implemented effectively.
They however noted that clarity in the SME definition was required to provide a clear demarcation between
informal economy and the SME so that appropriate programs and financial products can be developed to
support both. Participants noted and urged government to clarify uncertainties in the DDA Act to avoid using
too much discretion in appointments by the local Member of Parliament (MP) and ensure active involvement
by communities. This would notably improve and maintain transparency and accountability as they noted that
the current Joint District Planning & Budget Priorities Committee (JDP&BPC) arrangements have significant
gaps in this area.
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Participants also noted that in order for services to be accessed and equally distributed, there was a need for
all types of transport infrastructure to be prioritised by government in the rural areas. Infrastructure maintenance should be strengthened while quality control and monitoring be thorough. It was also emphasised that
certain policies should be updated to cater for the requirements of people living with special needs. Strong
calls were made by participants for gender and social inclusion to be key components of development; hence
government support to gender related policies. This is critical to promote evidence based development that
safeguards the interest of all (young people, women and those with special needs).
Key recommendations generated under the major policy areas highlighted above are further consolidated as
a policy submission to be presented by the Minister for National Planning and CIMC Chairman, Hon Charles
Abel to the Government for its consideration. The 2015 development forum discussions and proceedings are
captured in two different documents: This Outcome Report is the first and provides a summary of the key recommendations, a brief introduction of CIMC for the readers to appreciate its efforts in maintaining this crucial
dialogue platform for engagement; and an independent account of the observer, Mr Martin Brash who was
providing technical support to the CIMC during the forums through a special partnership arrangement with
Strongim Pipol Strongim Nesen (SPSN) Program. The second report titled “2015 National Development
Forum Proceedings” provides a full account of the proceedings of the National Development Forum which
contain all presentations at the three day event including summary presentations on the four regional forum
outcomes by regional representatives. It also highlights discussions and recommendations from participants
from the floor captured under each session.
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2015 Development Forum Summary Recommendations
Key recommendations from the five (5) Forums are summarised, compiled and presented below under the
following seven (7) key issue areas.
(1) Strategy for Responsible & Sustainable Development (STaRS);
(2) Agriculture;
(3) Urbanisation, Land and Housing;
(4) Implications on provincial and district delivery systems from implementing the District Development
Authorities (DDAs);
(5) Private sector SMEs and Informal Sectors; and
(6) Gender & Social Inclusion;
(7) Access to Transport & Infrastructure services.
Please refer to annex one (1) for the detailed Recommendations and summarised headline issues.
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Responsible
Implementing Agency

National Policy
Agreed to

Recommendations
1. Policy alignment among state agencies;
a. Government to focus on mainstreaming STaRS principles to other policies and plans for implementation;
b. National departments be sensitised about STaRS – it is currently driven from the Department of National Planning & Monitoring
but need to be clarified in practical terms if other agencies have to apply this policy.
c. Government to recognise and provide suitable support and recognition for those who are taking initiatives under STaRS and other
priority policies as it enables and motivates them to continue breaking new ground.
d. Recognise and balance the different needs of rural and urban areas in distributing resources;
2. B
 uild and strengthen partnerships with churches and civil society organisations (CSOs).
a. Develop national partnerships which could then be linked for implementation at subnational levels. For instance, Madang has a MOU
with the civil society organisations for delivery of certain services identified in the MOU which is working very well. However, in some
provinces, partnership with churches and CSOs are not effective. A national partnership framework would then clearly identify the
roles and responsibilities as well as linkages at all levels for improved coordination.
b. Sustainable development should be focussed on small projects so that more people benefit which can be delivered by churches and
CSOs in partnership with local communities. This would harness project ownership and sustainability.
3. Investment and development of PNG’s human resource;
a. Government must invest heavily in Human Development using proceeds from the extractive sector to ensure there is an appropriately
developed human resource to drive the ambitions and visions of the STaRS
b. That government needs to invest in technical training and address the increasing number of Grade 10 and 12 school leavers by
strengthening and investing in tertiary educational institutions, including teachers colleges and the national universities;
c. Review the current free education policies as there are many reported instances of mismanagement of school fee subsidies by board
of management and revive and strengthen the school inspection system (provincial standards and inspection officers to conduct
routine inspections to schools) including inspections classrooms and not just visiting school principles.
d. Focus on quality of education as there is significant evidence of lack of qualified teachers available to teach, lack of school materials
and space, necessary infrastructure including quality standard at elementary level.
3.1 Capacity building for public service – public service needs to have the capacity to implement at all levels. Public service skill upgrade
has been lacking since the administrative college and Regional training centres wound down until recent plans to restore and upgrade
the PNGIPA.
e. Initiate project management units in every provincial government and be operated independently of government. This should be
strengthened by the National Planning Act.
4. Improve coordination between service sectors in the delivery of education, health and justice services in rural areas
that are also dependent upon transport access and each other.
• Provincial Govts and
DDAs
• Dept of Education
• Dept of Higher
Education
• National Training
Council
• Academic Institutions
• Provincial Education
Boards
• Dept of Personnel
Management
• PNG-School of Govt
• Dept of National
Planning (DNPM)
• Dept of Education
• Dept of Health
• Dept of Works
• Dept of Transport

• Dept of National
Planning & Monitoring
• Dept of Finance
• Dept of Treasury
• All relevant Govt Depts
• Climate & Environment
Protection Authority
(CEPA)
• Climate Change
Development Authority
(CCDA)
• National Forest Authority
(NFA)

PLLSMA, PCMCs,
DDAs

PNG Value Based
Leadership
Framework

• Vision 2050
• MTDP2
• 2015
Development
Corporation
Policy
• SDGs
• PNGDSP 2030
• National
Environment
Protection policy
• National
Population Policy

1. Strategy for Responsible and Sustainable Development
The Forums support the aspirations of the STaRS as they focus on protecting, and careful management of natural resources, the environment, land and the people. Many participants
highlighted that government needs to speak one voice, which will make it easier for implementation at sub national level.

Sector Area
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Responsible
Implementing Agency

National Policy
Agreed to

2.1. That the government initiate a National Agriculture assistance scheme including price/freight support where needed and ensure
effective coordination and management of assistance to all agriculture sub sectors;
2.2. That government set up a Commercial Agricultural Equity Fund. That government make available
K100 million to
operationalize the fund through a properly defined and accountable agricultural subsidies scheme;
2.3. That government channel LNG proceeds towards agricultural programs; especially to support properly defined support;
2.4. That government support ways to reduce cost of production and improve market chains and enable Farm Price assistance
Stabilisation and encourage replacement of imported fresh produce with affordable local produce;
2.5. That government encourage the National Development Bank (NDB) to facilitate assistance for small businesses through making its
processes and agricultural start-up capital arrangements accessible and affordable but sustainable. NDB is now endeavouring to
act as a commercial bank so it needs to retain focus as an agriculture bank or bank for small people supporting SMEs and informal
sector.
2.6. That government ensure support to farmers from the Services Improvement Program funds through carefully/technically considered
processes;
2.7. That government facilitate the establishment of cool rooms or facilities to support effective transportation and maintaining freshness
of vegetables that run on a sound commercial and sustainable basis.
2.8. That government facilitates investment in the nucleus and out-growers sector through supporting:
• Investment in viable processing facilities closer to farmers which will lower costs and contribute to farm price stability and promote
local products rather than imported products; and
• Supporting cluster projects which will promote farmer and SME participation.
2.9. That government support and facilitate targeted training to ensure effective information exchange and experiences through resource
centres, and model farmer / semi-commercial farming programs.
2.10. That government reinvest in and strengthen extension programs, and make available intensive integrated training programs for
agriculture;
That government promote local people with suitable skills to become leaders in plantation and downstream processing and
marketing;
2.12. That government discourage and any special tax or other perpetual investment or support for hydroponic farming which may
reduce opportunities for PNG farmers to participate and earn income from the sector;
2.13. That government research and undertake mitigating plans to address impacts of climate change on agriculture and create
awareness to the public on this.

Recommendations

• National Agriculture
Research Institute (NARI)

• National Research
Institute (NRI)

• Department of
Agriculture & Livestock
• Department of Finance
• Department of Treasury
• Commodity Boards
• Department of
Commerce Trade &
Industry
• Department
of Community
Development & Religion
• National Development
Bank
• Transport Department

• Vision 2050
• MTDP2
• SDGs,
• 2015
Development
Corporation
Policy
• PNGDSP
• Post NADP

Forum participants acknowledged that although the government supports agriculture in different forms, much funding has been misused and this support does not translate to tangible
activities to benefit the populace. Agriculture is the mainstay of the country and therefore needs to be elevated and supported at the highest level of government as a sustainable
strategy going forward, particularly support that is more responsive to the needs of farmers.

2. Support Agriculture Sector as a Sustainable Strategy

Sector Area
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Responsible
Implementing Agency

National Policy
Agreed to

3.1. That Government fast track the finalisation of the SME policy and master plan and ensure it has a clear definition which clearly
demarcates with the definition of informal enterprise. This would assist in developing programs and financial products targeting
different groups;
3.2. That Government recognise and support financial and adult literacy training for the Informal Sector;
3.3. That Government strengthen existing administrative arrangements to do with SMEs, particularly in the areas of finance, capacity,
laws and policy development;

Recommendations
• Dept of Trade, Commerce
& Industry
• Dept of Agriculture &
Livestock
• Department of Finance
• Department of Treasury
• Commodity Boards
• Community Development
& Religion
• National Development
Bank
• Department of Transport
• Bank of PNG

• SME Policy
and Master
Plan
• Vision 2050
• MTDP2
• 2015
Development
Corporation
Policy
• PNGDSP

Forum participants appreciated and commended the current government for focussing on the small and medium enterprises (SME) sector. The Forums acknowledged this as the
critical step to ensure that people participate actively in development. However, the Forums reminded the government that necessary policies and plans initiated to develop the sector
need to be fast tracked and implemented including the SME policy and master plan. The focus of the policy should be to encourage SME growth through reduced costs including skills
development but not by imposing investment restrictions which reduce competitive investment and skills transfer.

3. Create a Conducive Environment for Private / SME / Informal Sector Growth

Sector Area
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Responsible
Implementing Agency

National Policy
Agreed to

• Department of
4.1 That government clarify uncertainties in the District Development Authority Act, for example, over roles and responsibilities, who is Provincial & Local level
involved and how will it operate avoiding too much discretion in appointments by the local MP;
Government Affairs
4.2 That government ensure active involvement of communities in the DDAs to maintain transparency and accountability as the current (DPLLGA)
implementation and monitoring arrangements for DDAs have significant gaps;
4.3 That government reassure the community at large that safety measures are in place to ensure the DDAs will be structured to avoid • Department of Treasury
elite capture;
That government through the DDAs provide awareness and training for all stakeholders from the bottom up. For instance, through • Department of Finance
district peoples’ forums, PNG Institute of Public Administration regional training centres and others.
4.5 That funding support for community projects in MTDP2 (DDA tool kit to be developed to explain how community level projects are • Department of National
funded);
Planning & monitoring
4.6 That government through the DDAs strengthen ward development and other relevant development committees at local levels (DNPM)
to ensure meaningful input by communities in shaping plans for the DDAs, learning from examples in Madang Province and
elsewhere.
• Department of
4.7 Development of independent oversight initiatives and mechanisms should be encouraged to ensure DDAs are performing, such Implementation & Rural
as the CIMC’s Budget Tracking Initiative.
Development (DIRD)

Recommendations

• PNGDSP

• 2015
Development
Corporation
Policy

• MTDP

• Vision 2050

• SME Policy
and Master
Plan

The forums acknowledged and welcomed the new District Development Authorities (DDAs) in principle as a vehicle for improved service delivery and institutional governance at the local
level. Whilst this was commended, participants were concerned that if cross sectoral representation is not encouraged at the board level, expected results may not be achieved with the
widespread abuse of public funds as experienced with the DSIPs in some districts. Therefore, participants suggested that community groups initiating social accountability work, such
as CIMC’s budget tracking initiative must be supported and recognised by the government to work closely with the DDAs. This initiative is purposely for empowering communities with
budget information with an aim to ensure local leaders are held accountable.

4. Provincial and District Reforms – the District Development Authorities (DDAs)

Sector Area
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Responsible
Implementing Agency

National Policy
Agreed to

5.1 T
 hat government create proper processes and mechanisms that facilitate affordable housing for all;
5.2. That government implement policies to encourage lower or reduced housing and rental rates;
5.3. That government also provide support to address lands and housing needs in the private sector and the community at large,
not just serving the public servants, and reorganising available land and investment for competition in housing projects are
critical;
5.4. That government revisit its Land and Housing delivery processes for improvement through lessons learnt from implementing
past projects, like the Taurama Valley Project.
5.5. That government conduct serious awareness and action to stop illegal land sales and reassure communities about how they
can protect their land;
5.6. That Department of Lands and Physical Planning must be present at forums such as the CIMC development forums to
respond to queries put forward by citizens on land matters;
5.7. That the report from the SABL Commission of Inquiry and any subsequent actions and decisions be shared with the community
at large and follow up action taken to implement the findings to safeguard the rights of customary landowners.

Recommendations
• Office of Urbanisation
• National Housing
Corporation
• Department of Lands &
Physical Planning
• Ministry of National
Planning

• 2015
Development
Corporation
Policy
• PNG
Development
Strategic Plan
(PNGDSP)

• National
urbanisation
Policy
• Vision 2050
• MTDP2

The Forums acknowledged and commended the government for initiating the urbanisation policy and National Land & Housing program to ensure Papua New Guineans have access to lands
and housing. The Forums had encouraged the current government to ensure such good policies are sustained beyond the current government’s political life (beyond 2017). The Forums also
noted key concerns surrounding affordability and the lack of clarity of the process in which the initiative will be implemented; considering past pilot projects like, Taurama Valley, as a failed
initiative and covering only a small segment of the community.

5. Urbanisation, Housing and Land

Sector Area
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Responsible
Implementing Agency

National Policy
Agreed to

6.1. That the government consider and support critical gender related policies and plans including:
• Funding to support women programs (e.g. repatriation of victims of GBV etc, Counselling…)
• strengthen the work of the Gender desks in the Department of National Planning, Treasury,
Finance and Personnel Management as part of implementing GESI in order to promote gender responsive budgeting;
• A percentage to be set aside from the DSIP funds to support GESI programs and activities in the districts;
• Research on key factors relating to gender and development to promote evidence based policy improvements, specifically an
example is the research and review of the Native Employment Act of 1963;
6.2. That the government endorses the Gender Based Violence Policy and GBV Strategy.
6.3. Through the GESI policy; public servants be sensitised on gender issues for service delivery, including education and awareness on all conventions that government has endorsed, such as, CEDAW; CRC; CRPD, and others.
6.4. That government fast track the long promised PNG Human Rights Commission;
6.5. That government make clear the role of the new National Youth Commission (National Youth Authority) in particular, clearly
defining the differences between the new and old structures that the new structure is developed to improve or strengthen;
6.6. That government elevate and recognise the status of the office of the Development for Women;
6.7. That government ensure to safeguard the interests of women and young people in the largely unregulated informal sector.

Recommendations

• Department of Health
• Department of Finance
• DPLLG

• Department of Community Development &
Religion

• Department of Personal
Management

• Gender Equity
& Social Inclusion (GESI)
• National urbanisation Policy
• Vision 2050
• MTDP2
• 2015 Development Corporation Policy
• PNG Development
Strategic Plan
(PNGDDSP)

The Forums noted that “Gender and Social Inclusion” is everyone’s business and applies to all sectors and policies. The Forums commended the efforts by government in
developing the Gender Equity and Social Inclusion (GESI) policy and other partners who are promoting this agenda at different levels in PNG. The Forums also noted that,
although it is an ongoing challenge in PNG, many initiatives are being undertaken by various actors including private sector and civil society. The Forums therefore urged the
government to take ownership of Gender Equality, Gender Based Violence and Social Inclusion and mainstream them into national overarching and sectoral policies and plans.

6. Gender and Social Inclusion

Sector Area
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Responsible
Implementing Agency

National Policy
Agreed to

7.1. That government facilitate the re-opening/maintenance/upgrading of all rural roads, airstrips, jetties as a matter of priority;
7.2. Government continue to support the ongoing operations of the Rural Airstrips Authority;
7.3. That government through the Department of Works strengthen its monitoring and quality control mechanism on maintenance of
road and infrastructure networks.
7.4. That the Departments of Works and Transport work collaboratively (including with NRA) to effectively execute transport sector
plans and activities in the medium term;
7.5. That the government ensure Building Boards, Transport sector and infrastructure policies to be updated to cater to Persons with
Disability;
7.6. That the government ensure Persons with Disability be included or represented on relevant boards for their voice to be heard;
7.7. That the government ensure relevant vehicle improvements, ramps and other measures be implemented for inclusive roads
and infrastructure;
7.8. That the government fast track the ICT roll out at Rural / District levels (Information, communications and technology); to facilitate accessibility of IT by students and the public generally.
7.9. That affordable and reliable power is provided to main centres and rolled out into rural areas.

Recommendations
• Department
of Community
Development & Religion
• Department of Civil
Aviation
• Department of Transport
• Department of Works
• National Roads
Authority (NRA)
• PNG Power
• Communications
Department

• Vision 2050
• MTDP2
• 2015
Development
Corporation
Policy
• PNGDSP

• National
Disability Policy
2015-2025
• National
Transport
Sector Strategy;
• National
• Urbanisation
Policy

The Forums noted that the need for meeting transport and infrastructure accessibility needs of all citizens in PNG is an ongoing key challenge faced, recognising that the current
government has prioritised transport and infrastructure maintenance as one of its key areas for support in the medium term. This is due to a number of factors including; more than
half of the rural airstrips being closed for the last two decades; weak institutional governance arrangements; more than half of the roads, bridges, jetties and wharves lack maintenance and so on. Other issues raised include transport and infrastructure development not being user-friendly to disabled members of the community and unsafe for women and
children.
Forum participants commended the government for initiating the Rural Airstrips Agency (RAA) as that directly impacts positively on the lives of the rural populace having access to
service delivery. The Forums note numerous poorly conducted private sector contracts awarded for roads. As a result, many road maintenance or rebuilding exercises are incomplete and poorly executed. The Forums were concerned that various foreign contractors seem to dominate the budget for transport and queried whether government has a clear
strategy to ensure its arrangements are sustainable. There’s a need for better planning, oversight and provision for penalties including measures to ensure standard and ongoing
maintenance is done appropriately by contractors.

7. Transport and Infrastructure

Sector Area

Summary Report on the 2015 Regional and National Development Forums
Context
The O’Neill/Dion government released its policy platform through the 2012 Alotau Accord. The strategic focus
of the Alotau Accord is based on moving resources and services down to the sub-national level and embracing
partnerships with all development partners including civil society, churches and the private sector. The CIMC
National and Regional Development Forums present an ideal opportunity for the government to harness these
partnerships by both raising awareness on its policy priorities and gaining feedback from its citizens on policy
successes and issues.
Given that the CIMC forums only allow for a small window of discussion, the CIMC developed a theme for the
Forums that focused on Policies primarily developed by the Ministry of National Planning, notably the STaRSand the National Lands and Housing Program. The Forum also featured other key policies such as, DDA,
SME and Informal Economy, Basic Services and Good Governance.
High profile Policies that fall out of the Alotau Accord including the National Identification Program and Social
Protection got very limited discussion in part due to senior bureaucrats not presenting at the Forums. Similarly,
the MTDP2 and the National Planning Act were not discussed in detail due to them being developed while the
forums were underway.
Consultative Implementation and Monitoring Council (CIMC)
CIMC was set-up in 1998 through an NEC Decision purposely to promote broad based dialogue and to oversee the implementation of the recommendations of the then National Economic Summit. It sustains dialogue
between the government, private sector and the community at large through the Regional and National Development Forums. Aside from Forums the CIMC also runs nine Sectoral Committees which meet regularly and
offer policy and development related advice and recommendations on subjects within their respective sectors.
Since its inception the CIMC has provided a vibrant platform for dialogue between government, Non-State Actors and the Private Sector in PNG. Through the dialogue process CIMC has initiated a significant number of
reforms and policy updates. The following are some major achievements;
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Establishment of the National Road Authority
Creation of the Rural Airstrips Agency (RAA)
Creation of the National Anti-Corruption Alliance; proceeds of Crime Legislation
Development of the National Informal Economy Policy 2011-2015
Establishing the National Working Group on Impediments to Business and Investment
Regulating the private sector security industry (Protection) Industry Act 2004)
Awareness on the National Budget Process through its Budget Tracking Initiative.
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Overview of the 2015 Forums
This year’s program started with the Highlands Regional Forum which was held at Agiru Centre in Mendi in
May, followed by the Mamose Forum at the Madang Resort. This Forum was later followed by the NGI Forum
in Kavieng, New Ireland Province at the Ligga United Church. Popondetta then played host to the Southern
Regional Development Forum held at the University of Natural Resources, which was the last of the Regional
Development Forums. The National Development Forum then followed in July to bring the program to an end.
Highlands Regional Development Forum
About 225 people from all over Southern Highlands and other parts of the eight Highlands provinces attended
the two (2) days regional forum in Mendi. Forum delegates included the Minister for Public Service Hon. Sir
Puka Temu who came on behalf of Hon. Charles Abel to open the forum. VIP delegates included the Governor
for Southern Highlands Province Hon, William Powi and Provincial Administrator Mr Joe Kaiyo and his colleague Administrator, for Hela Province, Mr William Bando.

Participants at the Highlands Regional Development Forum

Mamose Regional Development Forum
About 200 people attended the Mamose Regional Development Forum which was opened by the Member
for Usino Bundi on behalf of the Minister for National Planning and Chairman of CIMC, Hon Charles Abel.
Governor for Madang Hon Jim Kas gave the welcome address with provincial administrator Mr Danny Aloi
chairing the first session. The acting Provincial Administrator for Morobe Mr Geoving Bilong and his team also
attended and did presentations at the Forum. Among them, Sir Arnold Amet also participated for the 2 days.

Participants at the Mamose Forum
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NGI Regional Development Forum
The New Guinea Islands Regional Development Forum was held in Kavieng, New Ireland Province. It was officially opened by Mr Andrew Kaiap, Acting Provincial Administrator of New Ireland Province.
About 160 people from New Ireland and the other province of NGI participated in the two (2) days Forum.

CIMCs Chief Executive Officer, Wallis Yakam stressing a point at the Island Regional Development Forum in Kavieng

Southern or Papua Regional Development Forum
The two days Southern Regional Development Forum was held in Popondetta, Oro Province. It attracted over
140 people from the five (5) provinces in the region. The Forum was opened by Hon Gary Juffa, Governor for
Oro Province with then acting Provincial Administrator Mr John Pai chairing the first session. Other special
dignitaries included Mr Jeremy Syme, Head of SPSN, development partners and officials from the Australian
High Commission and JICA plus civil society leaders and the general public.

Southern Regional Forum held in Popondetta.
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National Development Forum
The National Development Forum (NDF) was held from 1st-3rd July at Holiday Inn, Port Moresby. It was
officially opened by Hon Charles Abel, Minster for National Planning & Monitoring and Chairman of CIMC.
The NDF alone attracted over 300 participants not just from Port Moresby but included provincial and district
representatives from other provinces whose participation were either self-funded or funded by the CIMC. That
is about 44 plus participants representing provinces and districts; mainly from civil society and churches. Government representatives were advised by CIMC to self-fund their attendance and participate at the Forums
which included provincial administrator of Madang and deputy administrator of Jiwaka in attendance.
In total, approximately 900 plus participants from various quarters attended the four regional Forums and the
NDF. Minus the NDF the regional Forums for 2015 had an average of about 157 participants per forum.
This year’s theme was “Successful Implementation of Development Plans and achieving the Responsible
Sustainable Development Strategy”. Consistent with this theme, speakers in the four Regional and National
Development Forums covered topics ranging from the PNG government’s Responsible Sustainable Development Strategy, education, SME and Informal Economy, National Housing, Social and Gender Inclusion, Social
Accountability, District Development Authority Act, Youth and Rural Airstrips Authority. Furthermore, selected
provincial governments, women and youth leaders were given opportunities to express their views and concerns on various government initiatives and programs. Their feedback resulted in a set of recommendations
which are detailed in the executive summary of this report to be formally presented to government in the form
of a NEC submission by the CIMC.

The National Development Forum in progress at the Holiday Inn in Port Moresby
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Observer’s Analysis of Key Issues across all Forums
In all the four Regional Development Forums and the National Development Forum, discussions covered topics
relevant to the particular province and region as well as some predominant themes that were common to all
Forums. Much of the feedback received was influenced by the structure of the Forum programs but there were
also some discussions outside of the forum topics that have either carried through from last year’s Forums or
that were related to the wider development aspirations and sentiments of Forum participants. Therefore, this
feedback could in theory apply to the community at large. The feedback included positive responses to some of
the government policy approaches but also a number of contradictions and concerns. The predominant themes
that generated significant discussions are detailed below:
1. PNG to be strategic for inclusive development and strengthen its institutional governance.
Forum participants while commending the current government for initiating good policies and plans that are
having significant impact on the lives of citizens, they have cautioned the government to ensure meaningful
participation of communities in the development process; stocktake the human resource capacity of the country
in addressing brain drain; and to effectively facilitate information and communication from the community and up
to inform policy development. Forum participants also discussed and raised issues about the lack of transparency and accountability at the local level, and the expectation that the DDAs would have a role in improving and
strengthening institutional governance.
2. Investing proceeds from extractive industries in Human Development is critical for development and
Progression
Forum participants have commented that government through the responsible sustainable development pathway should exert increased levels of commitment to human development using the proceeds from the extractive
sector. Amidst the very grim picture portrayed of resource development in the country by the 2015 United Nations Human Development Report for the country, participants cautioned that it was imperative for the government to prioritise investment in this sector ensuring that the resource wealth of the country is translated appropriately to human development and increased opportunities for all citizens. Although development and growth in
all sectors was important, they would all be driven by human resource, hence it was imperative human development is prioritised using the opportunity provided by the boom in the extractive sector. It was made known that
despite some measurable improvements in human development, many indicators, including levels of hardship
and inequalities faced by the people have shown less positive progress during the last 15 years-a period the
country was seeing a boom in the extractive industry with promising outcomes. These indications provide the
opportunity for the government to formulate policy options because historically, resource-derived growth has not
driven sustained and equitable improvements in human development and the LNG myth will not magically solve
these development challenges and neither will doing nothing shape policy for the better.
3. Capitalise on awareness and engagement opportunities to build community support and participation in government policies and programs:
Participants responded well to the opportunity to hear from public, private and civil society actors across all
Forums but also commented that it was a missed opportunity given that more civil service and national political
leaders did not participate. At the National Development Forum, the Minister for National Planning explained
the government’s development planning process, with particular reference to the current government’s agenda
set through the Alotau Accord, the establishment of updated strategic planning principles through the proposed
National Planning Bill, STaRS and release of the MTDP2 which provides the sectoral expenditure and action
framework to carry STaRS and other priorities forward in the medium term. In response, there was supportive
discussion and interest around this but Forum participants were concerned that there is no meaningful dialogue
among all actors when relevant government representatives and even political leaders are not attending many
of the sessions to respond to specific sectoral issues and queries.
Notwithstanding suggested changes to the CIMC Forum approaches such as improved senior bureaucratic attendance patterns (see also forum recommendations in Annex 1). The Forum participants support any government moves to enhance consultations and awareness efforts around the DDA roll-out. The connection between
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Forums like the CIMC and utilising these to trigger broader awareness about key reforms and policies across
all sectors of the community was also noted with participants at the Mamose Regional Forum suggesting that a
standard process of engagement on Government policies be developed and strengthened, which would include
links towards supporting parliamentary debates around policy and legislation.
The Forums brought forward loyal policy commentators and implementers who tend to participate and share information as well as getting high quality inputs from community level participants who attended. There are many
good thinkers and community development entrepreneurs out there in PNG and the forum offers a chance for
information sharing and collaborative implementation.
4. Long term community support for District Development Authorities is contingent on effective implementation:
Generally, participants understood that the motive of the DDA reform was to bring goods and services directly
down to the bulk of the people. Its potential to create local solutions and opportunities was noted, especially
in the Islands Regional Forum where participants were interested in seeing their DDAs embrace community
driven development approaches founded on good community participation through needs analysis, planning,
implementation and monitoring and evaluation. Due to the newness of the reform, the technical nature of some
of its details and the short time available for DDA discussions at the Forums, stakeholders who were present
were not fully convinced but rather they indicated overwhelmingly that they seek reassurance of the merits of
the DDA through effective implementation outcomes. In explaining this, they offered some specific areas of
concern:
• Despite a start made on this, major awareness still needed to get people to understand the new arrangements.
• Lack of awareness will lead to lack of participation which will exacerbate any existing capacity shortfalls. This
has the potential to negatively affect service delivery and DDA funds management functions.
• DDA given more functions and money yet administrative capacity is weak in most cases. The idea that partnerships might help address capacity issues is logical but frameworks and resources need to be established
to maximise such opportunities.
• Awareness and participation will be best enabled by leadership. A lack of maturity, ethics and leadership
principles in key implementers could result in the misuse of the DDA concept and resources amongst other
problems.
This feedback flowed off the back of the governments own existing analysis and approach for the DDA implementation, when considering the presentation made by Department of Provincial & Local Level Government
Affairs (DPLLGA) at the Islands Regional and the National Development Forums. DPLGA’s suggestion that the
DDA capacity issues could be addressed in part through partnership approaches is an opportunity that most
participants seemed to support but much would need to be done to activate such an opportunity.
5. Economic growth still does not correspond with community expectations for economic opportunities, social development, enhanced participation and improved quality of life:
Discussions here more or less continued from last year’s forum. The government once again presented economic data showing PNGs improved levels of economic returns but in doing so also explained the rationale
around its deficit budget approach. Once again, much of the discussion centred on building an enabling environment and the challenge of sharing resource
revenue benefits across the community at large,
particularly through informal and SME sector
programs. Participants also noted the opportunity that STaRS brings by directing resources
towards capitalising on our strategic assets,
including people, the environment and renewable resources. However, there were also new
points made by participants with some querying
the large levels of expenditure on recent projects
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such as the South Pacific Games; in doing so they sought reassurance around broader themes of value for
money protection and expenditure control by government. “Reprioritisation” of funds which was reported to
have taken expenditure out of alignment with the MTDS was also raised as a concern. In general, there remain
concerns that state owned and supported organisations within the extractive sectors for example had not always been transparent about the use of resources.
6. Implementation and performance management strategy not clear to forum participants:
The Secretary for Treasury indicated his view that “money was not the issue – it was more a challenge of implementation” – a theme echoed by the majority of presenters from government. Interestingly, the Minister for National Planning expressed a similar view about implementation concerns, citing the difficulties he had with some
levels of the public administration who lacked capacity or initiative to deliver services and implement policies,
despite the best efforts by others in the system. There appeared to be a general uncertainty from participants
about the government’s plan to address this, on the one hand there are distinct fears from the community about
the possibilities of politicisation of the public service (even dismantling or disempowering it in some cases), versus on the other hand, no reassurance that there is a plan to strengthen the overall performance management
system with a view that politicians and civil servants hold one another to account.
7. Partnerships for development are a good concept but a stronger guiding framework could be developed to harness these to better effect.
Participants at all forums overwhelmingly expressed their interest to see increased partnerships for development. In part, the partnership theme also raised the ongoing concern around proper coordination of development efforts and issues such as lack of policy alignment and poor agency and stakeholder communication.
These types of issues were raised as a particular concern in the Southern Regional
Development Forum but also came through in other Forums. In specific terms, participants at the Forums
honed in on a number of specific partnership opportunities that flowed out from presentations made:
•  DDA partnerships: DPLGA stressed the idea that capacity shortfalls in DDAs could be in part addressed
through strategic partnerships. In this light it was noted that: the DDA structure includes 3 “potential” multisectoral positions as part of its composition; it can enter into agreements with other entities, and; the DDA
meetings are open to the public. Whilst these enabling provisions imply partnership opportunities, in fact
there would be much work to be done to ensure there are clear purposes, roles, responsibilities and resourcing frameworks for such arrangements,. However, implying that leadership, strategic planning and facilitation
competencies are essential to make this work., this may be difficult in district settings where there may be
no commitment to developing such an organisational culture, hence, a program to address this may still be
needed.
• State and CSOs partnerships: While this theme was dominant at last year’s Forums, this year it was raised
in more specific terms, suggesting a progression over time. In particular, there was mention of the work
of the policy task force who were drafting a State CSO Partnership policy for government’s consideration.
If it receives Government support, this partnership could be effective for the purposes of service delivery,
advocacy (including policy awareness) and social accountability initiatives. Madang Provincial Administration also presented their partnership approach for STaRS where they have developed a process which links
National plans with Provincial and District Authority planning and budgeting process (“the 3 in 5 projects
must feature STaRS approach”) and added a layer of capacity to implement through an agreement with
provincial CSOs to aid in program delivery.
• Private Public Partnerships: The existing policy was not presented and discussed but broad support for
such a concept was evident, particularly in discussions around agriculture and supply chain improvement
opportunities. Many as stressed for meaningful community engagement in particular include; landowners
to be consulted and encourage them to participate in spin off benefits or even to be partners to investments
occurring on their land.
• Social accountability partnerships: There were presentations on the Budget Tracking and the Service Charters
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initiative of CIMC and its various partners, which received a lot of interest and support from participants
at the Forums. In fact the topics of social accountability / citizen inputs to monitoring and evaluation as
well as general performance management issues were popular throughout all forums. In the Highlands
Regional Forum, for example, participants made specific recommendations about establishing community
based monitoring offices where communities could get and share information about project performance
and outcomes. Questions were also specifically raised about the possibility of Ok Tedi Mine not signing up
to Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), despite the state already agreeing to be a signatory
to this initiative.
Reflecting back, the various partnership approaches are all different and based on the context of the specific
policy and the implementing partners who oversee them. However, it is worth noting that forum participants
believe there are opportunities for standard consultation and inclusive planning and implementation processes,
including making better use of CIMC and any other complimentary processes as a discussion and reporting
forum.
8. Strengthening of Inclusive development practices needed.
As key stakeholders in this, a group of disability, gender and youth champions all did presentations noting both
success stories and advancements but also issues of concern. Key observations from presentations and discussions include:
• G
 ender based violence is responsible for hindering maximum performance of our workforce, and generating social disharmony. Survivors of violence and their participation in the formal sector need further support. Therefore
communities and institutions alike must take ownership in addressing this issue within their locality and context.
Support was also voiced for gender based budgeting approaches to be taken up in the Department of National
Planning & Monitoring (DNPM) and financial management agencies of government.
• P
 ersons with disability stressed the importance of the rights based approach and the importance of supporting
advocacy initiatives to break down barriers to social and economic participation. People Living with Disability
(PWDs) wants to avoid a situation of being excluded in welfare or medical programs, rather than given mainstream support to address the rights of PWDs across all parts of the economy and society.
• Y
 outh programs that were highlighted reaffirmed the importance of skills training and job creation to capitalise
on youth as future leaders and productive members of society.
In each case, the presenters stressed that there are existing programs and networks with experience to share, as
well as untapped potentials for partnerships that could be harnessed to support inclusive development. Together
these groups can provide more positive results in awareness, advocacy and practical programs, if more support
and resources were provided to them.
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Forum Evaluation Report
In addition to their policy based recommendations, participants offered suggestions towards the possible improvement of forum management, coordination and impact. These are summarised below:
1. Organisation and usefulness of forum process
Participants provided suggestions on how the forum could be improved considering its importance, hinting that
the Forums should be held over three to four days so that there is adequate time for more presentations, discussions and the plenary sessions. This should also allow for participants doubts and queries to be responded
to accordingly by representatives from respective sectors. It would be helpful to have speakers from various
sectors speak on how they implement and set priorities that are fruitful with positive outcomes. Participants
also strongly recommended for such forums to be hosted in the districts and LLGs in all provinces with a view
to having more people participate and empower them with information.
While organisation and coordination is good, there has to be a balance in selecting both government and community to showcase initiatives. Many participants are of the view that too much time is taken over by government in promoting their policy initiatives whereby many of them are not even effectively implemented. Many
participants complained that community representatives that are doing good development projects should be
given more time so perhaps the government could listen and learn from.
Participants hinted that there was a requirement for district reports to be presented at the forums. These district
reports would give a clear picture of the failures and successes encountered in service delivery and overall
government policy implementation where it matters most.
Participants also strongly recommended for the participation of Members of Parliament and Government Ministers at the forums. CIMC was established by government purposely to facilitate dynamic discussions that could
provide the opportunity for politicians to get views from the people and initiate people centred development
rather than doing what politicians thought was good for the people.
2. Group Work and Plenary Process
The plenary sessions at the forums according to participants is the most important session, because it allows
participants to meaningfully contribute ideas relating to service delivery experiences in respective provinces
and making recommendations that capture service delivery gaps. Using the seven dominant themes that
emerged in the forums, which are discuss ed in the recommendations section in the Executive Summary of
this Report, seven groups were formed with a theme allocated to each group. Participants were then asked to
go into any group they were interested to contribute meaningfully to the discussions. Guiding questions were
provided to ensure the discussions were focused and centred on the respective themes. Participants were also
asked to review the regional recommendations and incorporate into the respective group recommendations as
necessary.
Each group was allowed time to present their recommendations to participants and take questions, comments and critique from the participants. This process
ensured the recommendations were more refined and
developed through a collective process.
All recommendations presented by the respective
groups were recorded by staff to be included in the
National Policy Submission to Government and also
the Forums Outcome Report. Most of the forum participants recommended to increasing the length of the
forums.
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MAMOSE

1. Tuition Fee Free Education
1. National agencies to
was rushed which resulted in
communicate and support
dropping quality of education.
national plans and policies as a
Need for it to be reviewed and
whole of government approach
physically monitor spending
so that implementation at
and performances of schools.
subnational level is easier.
2. Need to set up more technical 2. Recognise and support
& vocational schools and
subnational governments that
expand capacity of tertiary
are seen to be taking extra
institutions to cater for the
steps in achieving national
increasing grade 12 drop
government’s policy objectives
outs. Government do evaluate
like the StaRs. 3. Recognise
past policies & plans and
different development phase
concentrate on implementing
between rural and urban and
them without having to develop
distribute resources accordingly.
new ones all the time:
4. Government to speak one
voice in developing and
implementing policies – so
that implementation is easier
especially at subnational levels.

A. Strategy for Responsible and Sustainable Development (STaRs)

HIGHLANDS
1. Government to put in place a
policy for social mapping;
2. Strengthen the planning
process from National to
provincial, districts and LLGs;
3. Good policies developed
in the past but very little in
implementation. Government
to ensure STaRS is not the
same.
4. Ensure funding for STaRS
is channelled directly to
implementing agencies, esp. at
subnational level.

NGI

Annex One (1)
Table 1: All detailed recommendations from the 2015 regional and national development forums

1. Build capacity at the district
level for implementation.
2. Consultations must be
executed before actual policy is
developed.
3. Enlist all youths and high
school leavers for 2 years in
reservist and military training;
4. Part of tax from extractive
industries to go straight to
university & research;
5. Roll out literacy & skills
programs for different target
groups together with free
education;
6. To link sustain- able
development plans with
practical issues,GoPNG is
responsible to invest revenues
of non-renewable to renewable
activities.

SOUTHERN

1. GoPNG to facilitate a
nationwide survey to chartHR
capacity
2. GoPNG to create a policy
that empowers people and
Government to protect
resources. This covers
investments on behalf of
the public, land, for- est and
environment, water, minerals…
3. Government to roll out budget
tracking and Citizens service
charters (responsibilities and
budget transparency) at all
levels in partnership with all
stakeholders.
4. Promote all actions for
information exchange between
Government and stakeholders:

NATIONAL FORUM
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1. Agriculture must be supported
from every level of government
through transport/freight
subsidies, extension services,
involve women and youth.
NDB process to be userfriendly to all.

B. Agriculture

HIGHLANDS

MAMOSE

NGI

SOUTHERN
1. Ag. subsidy policy for:
• Commercial Agricultural Equity
Fund of K100 mil;
• LNG proceeds channelled
towards agriculture;
• Farm price stabilisation &
import replacement
• NDB Agricultural start-up capital
arrangements.
• P/DSIP farmer support;
• Cool rooms/cold chain and
transport inputs
2. Nucleus & out-growers:
• Invest in viable factories closer
to farmers
• Support cluster projects for
farmer & SMEs;
3. Training investments
• Info. exchange, resource
centres, model farmer
• Strengthen Extension ;
• Integrated Ag. training;
• Promote local leaders in
plantation & downstream
• Stop hydroponic farms, it
weakens PNG inputs
4. GoPNG research & advise
impacts of climate change on
agriculture.

NATIONAL FORUM
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MAMOSE

NGI

Supported this as one of the best 1. G
 overnment set up a simple
No discussion as no one to
policies, though the region was not
delivery mechanism and timely
present.
sure if government would achieve
disbursement of funding to
the set target.
ensure set target is met by 2017.
2. S
 trongly recommended for
1. Government to sustain this
National Government to transfer
beyond 2017; 2. Ensure
functions and mandate provincial
landowners participation through
governments to develop and
ILGs and spin off benefits; 3.
pass laws on land.
Review public service housing
3. G
 overnment to ensure
allowances to reflect current
meaningful participation of
trends/situations.
landowners in the process
starting from the beginning
so that they don’t become
spectators.

C. Urbanisation Lands & Housing

HIGHLANDS
1. Customary landowners to hold
land titles and investors to invest
in that land, and provincial
government to facilitate the
process.
2. Develop proper communication
compliance and cooperation
between customary land owners
and investors and the provincial
government.

SOUTHERN
1. GoPNG to create proper policies
to provide for affordable housing:
• Implement policies to bring down
housing and rental rates.
• Ensure GoPNG support in this
area links up with private sector
and the community, not just the
public servants.
• Projects and policies need
improvement, current pilot
covers small group&previous
urbanisation projects like Taurama
Valley were unsuccessful
2. Government to do serious
awareness & action to stop
illegal land sales & reassure
citizens about how they can
protect their land
3. Department of Lands must be
present at such forums
4. SABL commission of enquiry
report & follow up action need to
be shared with community.

NATIONAL FORUM
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MAMOSE

NGI

1. Cash disbursement details to be
publicised monthly.
2. LLGSIP funds of K500, 000 to
be restored by government
3. Registered civil society
organisations operating at the
district level to be included as
member of the DDA Board to
bring in community views.
4. Not more than 3 members to be
appointed by Open member to
the DDA Board.

SOUTHERN

1. Government to recognise an
1. Disbursement of all public funds
independent entity to monitor the
be strict by resolution of the
performance of DDA;
District development Authority
2. Ensure members appointed
(DDA);
to DDA Board are executed
2. Open members should not be
transparently.
members of the board.
3. All acquittals must be made
public.
4. Growth Centres must be taken
into consideration by DDA – eg,
Namatanai.
5. DSIP Funds to be incorporated
into the Organic Law so that
it is not at the mercy of the
politicians.
6. The role of the Department
of Implementation & Rural
Development and DDA is in
relation to the DSIPs need to
clarified.

District Development Authority (DDA), Provincial and District Reforms

Although, DDA was not discussed
due to responsible agency not
attending to present, the region
recommended strongly for:
1. Recognising and or setting up of
an independent entity to monitor
the performance of DDA.
2. District Development Authority
(DDA) must involve the
Churches, Youth and Women
groups so that they represent
local communities and channel
information to the independent
body.

D.

HIGHLANDS
1. GoPNG to clarify un-certainties
in DDA Act
2. Implementation and
monitoring arrangements for
DDA not convincing, must
involve community in M&E/
accountability checking of
DDAs.
3. GoPNG to ensure measures in
place so DDA is structured to
avoid elite capture
4. DDA to provide awareness and
training from the bottom up
5. DDA tool kit to be developed to
explain how community level
projects are funded etc
6. Support for Churches and
civil society groups in Service
Delivery
7. Support for ICT roll out at Rural /
District levels
8. Empowering rural massvia
education & training
9. Ward Development & other
relevant committee given
meaningful input in planning for
the DDA.

NATIONAL FORUM
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Private Sector/SME/Informal Economy

MAMOSE

1. Risk Sharing Facility to include
1. Establish a task force in each
micro SMEs & informal sector.
province to negotiate or find
2. SME Policy & Plan to be
ways to have a united force to
simplified and made practical.
promote savings concept, working
3. Capture informal sector as a
closely with BPNG and Centre for
vehicle for micro enterprise
Excellence in Financial Inclusion
development
(CEFI) – this is to mobilise
4. NDB interest to be maintained
financial savings.
below commercial banks;
2.Ensure key players including
5. Simplify processes and criteria
governors, open members, LLG
for loans;
presidents and so on are included
6. Remove NDB management fees
in this process.
and equity to be subsidised by
3. Taskforce to work with urban
sub-national governments;
centres and will expand into rural
communities.
4. Empower LLGs to improve
infrastructure (district markets) to
help the informal sector.

E.

HIGHLANDS

SOUTHERN

1. SME Policy to be simple&
1. Improve capacities of all provincial
practical
commerce offices;
2. Incubation centres equipped
2. Literacy trainings must be
with Support Services;
emphasized in the strongest term
3. Strengthen capacity of districts
to graduate informal SME’s into
to develop SMEs
organized SMEs;
4. GoPNGSME Risk Sharing
Facility to cater for micro to
small SME 5. Lower equity for
SME Loans.
6. Grace period for SMEs
accessing loans to 12 months.
7. GoPNG to review, fund &
regulate cooperatives.
8. GoPNG to develop cooperatives
skills to access markets
9. Cooperatives be Clan /family
based to eliminate disputes.
10. Cooperatives focus on
developing Bi-Products.

NGI
1. Government to fast track the
finalisation of the SME policy and
ensure it has a clear definition
of an SME and an informal
enterprise;
2. Government to support an
increase in financial literacy and
adult literacy training for the
Informal sector
3. Strengthen existing
administrative arrangements to
do with SMEs, particularly in the
areas of finance, capacity, laws
and policy development
4. Improve tactics to harness the
agriculture sector SMEs and
informal operatives.

NATIONAL FORUM
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Gender and Social Inclusion

MAMOSE

1. Youth must be recognised by
1. Strengthen bottom up or
all levels of government by
community driven development
supporting their programs;
involving civil society and other
2. Banks must provide
groups at the community level.
opportunities for youth to access
finances;
3. Create a policy that could
empower youth.

F.

HIGHLANDS
1. Government to allow equal
participation of different
representative groups including
gender & disability when it
comes to setting up cooperative
societies.

NGI

SOUTHERN
1. Gender policies to be
considered by GoPNG:
• Fund/ support to gender
programs (counselling...) •
Strengthen gender based
budgeting in DNPM, DPM,
Finance, Treasury
• Fund DDAs for GESI • Research
& promote evidence based
policy, eg research & review
Native Employment Act of 1963;
2. GoPNG endorses Gender
Based Violence Policy
3. Via GESI, public sector be
sensitised on gender based
service delivery
4. Education & awareness on
endorsed conventions eg
CEDAW/CRC/CRPD
5. Fast track PNG Human Rights
Commission
6. GoPNG to make clear role
of the new National Youth
Commission:
7. Status of the ODW be
recognised and upgraded
8. GoPNG to safeguard women,
youth& PWD in informal sector.

NATIONAL FORUM
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National ID Program

Although responsible agency did
not attend to present, participants
were aware of the initiative and
recommended that:
1. Advocacy and ongoing
awareness programs must be
localised; not bringing in foreign
youth to conduct the advocacy.

G.

HIGHLANDS

No discussion as no presenter
attended.

MAMOSE

SOUTHERN

1. ID should be made simple, not No discussion as no presenter
in detail for privacy reasons
attended.
2. ID for each Province due to the
diverse culture of PNG.
3. Improve capacity of ward
recorders to adequately update
the census in each ward.
4. Rollout of the NID Project should
use trained local resources to
build community ownership.
5. Adequate Awareness to the
community is important for
people to take ownership of the
project
6. Set-up a 24hr basic help desk to
attend to any queries regarding
the project

NGI
No discussion as no presenter
attended.

NATIONAL FORUM
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Partnerships

1. Provincial governments must be
responsive to citizens needs and
provide support to access grants
to conduct businesses;
2. The implementation processes
of national plans must have
space for citizens/local
communities to participate
actively to ensure community
ownership and sustainability.

I.

MAMOSE

Partnerships to be developed to
mobilise resources to effectively
deliver services in the communities,
eg, creating awareness about
health, law & order, etc, Madang has
a MOU with civil society and proven
to be successful.

1. Strengthen and enforce compliance on acquittals of SIP funds.
2. CIMC Budget Tracking Initiative
to be maintained and expanded;
3. Establish and Empower active
civil society organisations and
church groups to conduct advocacy and monitoring & evaluation
of development projects in the
districts to provide an independent reporting to provincial &
national government.
4. Formalise establishment of
service charters to audit development projects.

Social Accountability & Expenditure Tracking

1. Monitoring & reporting to be
done by an independent body
who monitors funds flow & use
from national to the local level.
2. Independent body be included
in budget process so they know
what funds to track and monitor.
3. DDA to involve Church, Youth &
Women to represent communities & channel information to the
independent body.
4. Establish provincial /district monitoring offices so the public can
report on any misuse of funds
5. Budget information at provincial
or district levels must be publicised to ensure transparency
and accountability.

H.

HIGHLANDS

SOUTHERN
Monitoring and Evaluation Capacity and resourcing of mandated
organisations CSO participation
Independent inputs

NATIONAL FORUM

1. Collaboration & equal participation Partnerships to extend capacity
of GoPNGagencies, private sector, support.
CBOs, FBOs, other groups in
planning process from national
down to provincial & LLG levels
2. Set up a monitoring and
coordination body at the national
and down to the provincial level.
3. Channel of communication through
the Department for Community
Development.
4. Large chunk of money is given out
as PSIP, DSIP and LLGSIP but still
poor service delivery.Governors and
open members to collaborate and
work together to deliver improved
services.

1. Re-establish Provincial Auditors 1. Clear and defined structures
between political and administrato audit Provinces.
tive structures;
2. Establish independent Monitor2. Planning process must take the
ing Committee at all levels.
PPP approach (consolidated ap3. Service Charter to be commisproach for provincial plan);
sioned in the provinces, backed
3. Proper reporting structure must
by CIMC. There should be a
be established and tracked; Soprovincial service charter on all
cial Accountability -Budget trackkey projects funded from public
ing type programs, signboards,
monies
reporting at forums…
4. Ward Development Committees
to be empowered to monitor service delivery at the community.
5. NGO to support Provincial
charter.

NGI
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J.

MAMOSE

1. Make ICT accessible and affordable, especially for students to
do work after hours.
2. Tighten up inspection to schools,
reintroduce old compulsory
inspection system.
3. Recruit Police personnel based
on 1:2000 ratio which is the international recognised benchmark.

Others (Education, Health, Law & Order & Transport)

HIGHLANDS
1. National government to provide
some autonomy to provincial
governments to exercise certain
powers where necessary.

NGI
1. Re-open/maintain/upgrade all
rural roads, airstrips, jetties;
2. Revive DoW and PSTB to monitor and maintain road networks.
3. GoPNG to develop a clear
Quality control & maintenance
system.
4. GoPNG to provide more funding to rural areatransportation
through appropriate agencies
5. Works and Transport Department to work collaboratively;
6. Transport, Building Code, &
infrastructure policies to be
updated to cater to Persons with
Disabilities (PWDs);
7. PWDs to be on relevant transport and infrastructure boards;
8. Vehicle improvements, ramps
& other measures to be implemented for inclusive access to
roads and infrastructure.

SOUTHERN

NATIONAL FORUM
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No
Name
Government
1
Hon. Charles Able, MP
2
Mr. Gavera Rei
3
Mr. Joelson Anere
4
Mr. Frank Goi
5
Mr. Valentine Kambori
6
Mr. Michael Wandil
7
Mr. Edward Kila
8
Mr. John Kanjip
9
Mr. Francis Japu
10
Mr. Igo Gari
11
Mr. Loi Bakani
12
Mr. Reginald Renagi
13
Mr. Dairi Vele
14
Mrs. Hakaua Harry
15
Mr. Daniel Aloi
16
Mr. Max Kep
17
Mr. Julius Wargirai
18
Mr. Josua Kason
19
Mr. Moses Liu
20
Mr. Joe Kapa
21
Mr. Henry Parake
22
Mr. Roy Mumu
23
Mr. Tom Gilis
24
Mr. Ernest Pokau
25
Mr. Bernard Morea
26
Mr. Gerega Asisi
27
Ms. Emma Faiteli

Job Title
Minister
Interpreter
Senior Aid Coordinator-Australian Aid
Manager, Foreign Aid/Budget/Planner
Strategic Advisor-Public Policy Equity
Provincial Administrator
a/Deputy.PA
Monitoring and Evaluation
Provincial Planner
PHD Student
Governor
First Secretary to MP Sumkar
Secretary
Secretary
Provincial Administrator
Director
Deputy Secretary
Director
Director
Deputy Secretary
Project Manager
Secretary
Project Manager
Industrial Officer
Membership Officer
Team Leader
President

Organization
Dept. of National Planning & Monitoring
National Parliament
DNP & M
Jiwaka Provincial Government
Infrastructure Development Authority
Jiwaka Provincial Government
Central Provincial Government
Department of Education
Morobe Provincial Government
Department of National Planning & M
Bank of PNG
Parliament House
Department of Treasury
Department of National Planning & Monitoring
Madang Provincial Government
Ofice of Urbanisation
DPLGA
DPLGA
National Development Bank
Dept. of National Planning & Monitoring
National Infrastructure Dev. Authority
Department of Transport
PNG Urban Youth Development Project
Public Employers Association (PEA)
Public Employers Association (PEA)
Ombudsman Commission
Public Employers Association (PEA)

Annex Two (2)
The National Development Forum Participants Lists

NCD
NCD
NCD
Jiwaka
NCD
Jiwaka
NCD
NCD
Lae
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD

Province
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28
Mr. Shane Cave
29
Mr. John Toguata
30
Mrs. Gertrude Kilepak
31
Ms. Dulcie Powate
CSO-Civil Society
1
Mr. Mathew Ope
2
Mr. Robert Jackson
3
Mr. Joe Bik
4
Mr. Allan Painuk
5
Ms. Deedee Nipuega
6
Mrs. Alice Pawa
7
Ms. Theresa Ou’u
8
Mr. Jarius Parorie
9
Mr. Awa Mundugan
10
Mrs. Angie Kovoho
11
Mrs. Maryanne Siune
12
Mr. McLaren Hiari
13
Miss. Henao Hoi
14
Mr. Aiva James
15
Mr. Moses Laiko
16
Ms. Hia Moses
17
Mrs. Pauline Mek
18
Mrs. Rose Telke
19
Mr. Robin Mearea
20
Mr. Kevin Kari
21
Mr. Kiwi Lui
22
Rev. Anna Bisai
23
Mrs. Miriam Opugu
24
Pastor Simon Kavana
25
Mr. Harold Mek Kape
26
Ms. Ruth Kolkia

Advisor
Advisor/ Anti-Corruption Practitioner
Policy/Gender Officer
Dialogue Officer
Economic Officer
Deputy Director
Director
Project Officer
Chairperson
President
Trainer/Counselor
Chairman
Chairman
Secretary
Vice President
Chairman
Member
CSO
Counselor
CSO
Education Coordination
Education Officer
ILG Chairman
Community Leader
Chairman
Clergy/ Member
President
Pastor and Youth Coordinator
Coordinator
Finance and Administration Manager

PNGLJP
PNGLJP
DNPM
Department of Labor
Urban Rural Development Foundation (URDF)
Urban Rural Development Foundation (URDF)
Voice of Yongos
ENB Council of Women
NGO/FSVAC
ENB Council of Women
Henoro Social Awareness Group
CSO/Advocator
Takom Cooperative Society Ltd
Bougainville Women In Business
Simbu Women In Business
Kapit/Oro Monitoring Group
Self Employed/ Women in Agriculture
APCRC
APCRC
APCRC
URDF
URDF
Uaripi ILG Group, Kerema
Uaripi ILG Group, Kerema
DAKOM Watch Council, Daru
DAKOM Watch Council, Daru
Kairuku District Council of Women
CRC Church
Urban Rural Development Foundation (URDF)
Urban Rural Development Foundation (URDF)

NCD
NCD
Simbu
ENB
Milne Bay
ENB
Gulf
New Ireland
Lae
Buka
Simbu
Popondetta
Central
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
Gulf
Gulf
Western
Western
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD

NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
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27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Mr. Sylvester KissipPuk
Mr. Stoney Baki
Mr. Lensley Nathaniel
Ms. Beverly Jonathan
Mrs. Tapal Saluma
Mrs. Dorothy Kukum
Rev. Vagi Noho
Mr. Joseph Ake
Mrs. Dorothy Waluta (Koch)
Miss. Jenny Kak
Mrs. Majorie Andrew
Mr. Steven Goie
Ms. Priscilla Kare
Ms. Ume Wainetti
Ms. Millie Ovasuru
Ms Dunika Ula
Miss. Catherine Avaisa
Ms. Gretel
Ms. Wasita
Ms. Nestha Horiva
Ms. Margaret Sete
Ms. Maggie Veve Lohia
Mrs. Geua Wari
Ms. Martha Louis
Mr. Paul Opu
Mr. Apai Aley
Mr. John Auere
Mr. Andrew Omaro
Mr. Ephraim Eliab
Mr. Jack Miva
John Ribat

FBO
URDF
TAFE/IEA
TAFE/IEA
District women’s Council
Enga Provincial Youth Council
Laloki Secondary School
DBTI
Catholic Mission PNG
CRC Church
Institute of National Affairs (INA)
Institute of National Affairs (INA)
PEAN
CIMC
CIMC
CIMC
CIMC
INA
CIMC
CIMC
United Church Development
United Church Development Partners
CRC Church
PNGFM
Village Courts
Eki Security Service Ltd
Kaimare Association
Kaimare Holdings Ltd
NGI Renewable Resources Ltd
Hohola Community College
Arch Diocese of Port Moresby
Partners
Media Officer
Pastor
Reporter
Magistrate
Security
Executive Officer
Director
Project Coordinator
Trainer/Tutor
Archbishop

Welfare Coordinator
Youth Coordinator
Student
Student
Chair Person
President
Chaplain
Senior Lecturer
Executive Assistant
Church Worker
Researcher
Research Officer
Director
FSVAC Coordinator

NCD
NCD
Central
NCD
NCD
Gulf
ENBP
NCD
NCD

NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
SHP
Enga
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
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58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

Mr. Francis Oreta
Ms. Grace Simon
Mr. Amos Kiap
Mr. Warren Motani
Mrs. Rachael Rovori
Ms. Elizabeth Asigau
Mrs. Rebecca Melepia
Mr. John Evi
Mr. Allen Kape
Mr. Noel Gagabuna
Ms. Patricia Kila
Mr. Lazarus Pomo
Mr. Peter Linibi
Mrs. Rushiela Tommy Aciddao
Ms. Violyn Katsin
Ms. Josephine Laka Giwar
Ms. Keron Kilip
Ms. Vasiti Meles
Ms. Matilda Pilakapio
Mr. Bona Ine’e
Ms. Fiona Hardepa
Mr. Charles A. Avaisa
Mr. Karl Aisi
Mr. Winston Yuka
Ms. Ellen Lucy Denzil
Ms. Janet Benabo
Mr. Akia Kakaru Mara
Mr .Stony Bari
Mr. Kevin Akike
Ms. Zeena Sivi
Mr. Kaman Wamp

Hohola Community College
Hohola Community College
Church Representative
URDF
URDF
ACTNOW PNG
CELCOR
Mekeo Chiefs Association
Mekeo Monitoring Group
Hohola Community College
Hohola Community College
PASO - CSO Network, Madang
PNGWIA
Hohola Community College
Hohola Community College
Self Employed
Development Partners PNG
Development Partners PNG
PHSA Forum
Mekeo/Kuni LLG
Australian High Commission
Veifa’a Cooperative Society Ltd/KMG
Employers Federation PNG
EFPNG
URDF
Urban Rural Development Foundation (URDF)
Self Employed
Urban Rural Development Foundation (URDF)
PNGADB
PNGADB
PNGADB

Student
Student
Writer
Member
Member
Campaigner
Land Rights Lobby & Advocacy officer
Chiefs Advocate
Member
Student
Student
Chairman/Coordinator
Trainer-/Service Provider
Student
Student
Researcher
Executive Director
Associate Consultant
Researcher
President
Assistant Program Manager
Chairman/ Deputy Chairman (KMG)
Senior Industrial Relations Officer
Research Officer
Financial Controller
Director
Subs/Farmer
Youth Coordinator
DID Officer
Logistics Officer
Youth Coordinator

NCD
NCD
WHP
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
Central
Central
NCD
NCD
Madang
Lae
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
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89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
019
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

Mrs. Rose Launoh
Ms. Maryanne Kehalie
Mr. Hjoshua Orere
Mr. James Laki
Mr. Jacob Taru
Mr. Pato Mataio
Mr. Anton Karca
Mr. William Nepson
Ms. Monica Jedda Otto
Mr. Michael Kaule
Mr. William Goinau
Ms. Winsome Nenewa
Mr. Carson Evari
Mr. James Pung
Mrs. Rosen Kiap
Ms. Lana Tamei
Mr. AronDambui
Mr. Omssy Koake
Mrs. Tau Egi
Mrs. Manai Tatoi
Mr. Purane Hetawi
Mr. John Forova
Ms. Catherine Trudi
Mr. Alois Gaglu
Mr. Alex Apai
Mr. Paul Barker
Ms. Wallis Yakam
Mr. Henry Yamo
Mr. Chan Apakas
Mr. Busa Wenogo
Mr. Raywin Ovah

PNG Assembly of Disabled Persons
Church Partnership Program
Baimuru LLG
Peace Foundation Melanesia
Agro Dev. Trade Ltd, Kalanga Coffee
Urupuava Holdings Ltd
Kaumore Holdings
Eco Tourism
FOWIAD
Kerex Building Construction
Self Employed
Rural Airstrip Agency
Anglicare PNG Inc., ORO
Western Highlands
Jiwaka Provincial Council of Women
CSO
CSO
Sunday Chronicle
Lakwaharu Women In Agriculture & Fisheries
Women in Fisheries, Tubuserea
NCD Informal Economy
Informal Economy
Self Employed
Universities/Research Institute
Ihu LLG
Institute of National Affairs (INA)
CIMC
CIMC
CIMC
CIMC
CIMC
Student
Ward Development Committee Member
Director
Executive Officer
Deputy Executive Officer
Project Officer
Senior Project Officer
Project Officer

Project Officer/Sign Language Interpreter
Executive Officer
Ward Member
Executive Director
Coffee Consultant Manager Director
Chairman
Director
Freelance/Photojournalist
E/Director
Project Manager
Consultant
Liaison Officer
Coordinator
Chairman/ Youth Council
President
Self Employed
Self Employed
Reporter
Leader
Group Chair Person
Ward Coordinator
Driver

NCD
NCD
Gulf
NCD
Jiwaka
Gulf
Gulf
Manus
Wewak
WHP
NCD
NCD
Popondetta
WHP
Jiwaka
NCD
NCD
NCD
Central
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
Gulf
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
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120
Mr. Kenson Kiop
121
Mr. Vincent Yayambari
122
Ms. Maisy Talowani
123
Ms. Enid Barlong
124
Mr. Victor Aiso Ofoi
125
Mr. Kali Sete
126
Sir. Brown Bai
Private Sector
1
Mr. Douveri Henao
2
Mr. Graham King
3
Mrs. Christine Wini
4
Mrs. Cecilia Oaike
5
Mr. Francis Auo
6
Ms. Megan Taureka Andrew
7
Mr. Willy Barth
8
Mr. Moses Manwau
9
Ms. Mary Daure
10
Mr. Warren Dutton
Development Partners
1
Ms. Debbie Maraki
2
Mr. Martin Brash
3
Ms. Melinda Kanaman
4
Mr. Jeremy Syme
5
Mr. Jeffrey Buchanan
6
Mr. Albert Sambre
7
Mrs. SandraI Anson
8
Ms. Junita Goma
9
Ms. Jane Nohou Ilam

Coordinator
Research Officer
Librarian
A/Deputy Research Officer
Ward Representative
Development Secretary
Chairman
Executive Director
Manager
Chairlady
Women’s Representative
Lands/Community Relations Consult- ant
Business Development Manager
Business Consultant
Medical Doctor
Community Development Analyst
Chairman
Representative
Capacity Building Advisor
Program Manager
Program Manager
Country Representative
Program Manager
Second Secretary
Program Manager
Program Manager

CIMC/EITI
CIMC
INA
CIMC
Mekeo LLG
United Church of PNG
Rural Industries Council
PNG Business Council
Hargy Oil Palm
Women In Business
Women In Business
Private Sector
Pacific Rim
Singi Mase Consultants
Wewak Medical Clinic
Exxon Mobil PNG
North Fly Rubber
UNDP
SPSN - DFAT
Australian High Commission
DFAT
UNWOMEN
Australian High Commission
Australian High Commission
AHC - DFAT
Australian High Commission

NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD

NCD
WNB
Central
Central
NCD
NCD
NCD
Wewak
NCD
Western

NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
NCD
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